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• 
Transcript of the Taoiseach's Press Conference following 

his meeting with the British Prime Minister, in 
Dublin, 8th December, 1980 

LT.N. 

Taoiseach 

Cowan, R.T.E. 

Taoi seach 

Cowan, R.T.E. 

Taoiseach 

Could you try and explain a little more 
what the Communique mean s by the phrase 
Joint Studies covering a range of rossible 
new institutional structures. Is this 
a reference to some sort of new Irish 
plan that we have heard about. Is the 
idea of confederation perhaps being looked 
at and State Assemb lt~s in Belfast and 
Dublin. Could you expand on that phrase 
for us? 

Well the purpose of the St udy Group is 
to find out what sort of in sti tutions 
might be brought forward to contribute to 
the purposes outlined in the paragraph. 
For my part I don't s et aFlY limitsto what 
i nstitutional arrange;-nents might be conceived or 
brought forward as long as they are designed to 
contribute to th e improvement of the 
relationships between the people of Ireland 
generally an d t o bring abo ut peace and 
re c oncili ation throughout this island. 

Could I ask you in paragraph 7, if 
this means thgt yo u are prepared to give 
the H-Block issu e exclusively to the 
British Government or continue to attempt 
to influence th e ir decision? 

c . 
c 

N0
1 

I am continuing and stil l very deeply 
concerned and anxious about the H-Block 
situation and the Briti sh Government fully 
understand that concern and it is implicit 
in paragraph 7 that a repetition of my 
offer to be of any possible assistancep(. I can 
at any level to bring forward a solution 
and I have made that clear to the British 
Prime Minister and to the Secretary of 
State for Northern Ireland. If there is any 
possible way that the IrishGovernment can 
assist in bringing about a solution then 
we will do so. 

Did the British Government indicate that 
it was prepared to give any further 
concessions than those indicated by the 0 
Secretary of State and the Prime Minister. 

The Communique you have speaks for itselfD 
~ ~e are all convinced that it is on 
the basis of the humanitarian aspects and 
the statement by the Secretary of State 
on the 4 t h De c e mb e rj . t hat it is a 10 n g the s e 
lines that a solution can be found. 



• Cowan, R. 1. E . 

Taoiseach 

DUignan, R.1.E. 

Taoiseach 

Duignan, R.1.E. 

Taoiseach 

Duignan, R.1.E. 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 
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Are both Government's aware that the 
situation is critical: 

We are both very much aware that the 
situation is critical and potentially 
explosive and dangerous. 

Did you come any closer to finding the 
kind of compromise youhave suggested 
after today's meeting~ 

I believe that today's meeting has made 
an important contribution to bringing 
forward a solution. 

Can you tell us what · was decided in terms 
of how a solution can be found~ 

Well I have always maintained that a 
solution can be found along the lines of 
developing the humanitarian aspects of 
the prison regime and that was again 
explict in the Secretary of State'for 
Northern Ireland statement of December 
4th and I believe that the first steps 
for bringing forward a solution along 
those lines are improved by the statement 
of the Prime Minister and myself today. 

Does Mrs. Thatcher agree with you that 
a compromise can be found~ 

M r s. T hat c her, i s I i k e m y s elf, v e r y a n x i 0 u s 
that a solution can be found and I think 
like myself she will be hopeful that it 
is found. 

Is it your understanding that a search 
is going on for a possible mediator in 
Northern Ireland to fhnd a compromise 
to the H-Blocks issue. 

I am not sure whether a mediator is the 
appropriate way of developing this situation. 

Question from Downtown Radio Could I ask you what you mean by that. Th'a·t · 
you are not sure that a mediator is the 

Taoiseach 

way to develop the situation. 

Well I think the situation should tre 
d eve lop e d a Ion g the I i n e s 0 f the s tat e.m.e n t. 
by the Northern Ireland Secretary of State 
that is,through the willingness of the . ~ 
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Question 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Raymond Smith 

(tape indistinct) 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Qeestion 

3 . 

Northern Irelarid Secretary of State to 
discuss the prison regime with anyone 
who shares his concern about it and it 
is in that way that a solution can be 
brought forward. 

Taoiseach]could I ask you, it has been 
suggested that the prisoners inside want 
their colleagues, theiI; inmates in fact, to 
negotiate any future development within 
the prison was that discussed today~ 

I don't understand the question. 

Well they want the prisoners to negotiate 
with the British Government - the inmates 
want their own people to negotiate - was 
that discussed today? 

No. 

Taoiseach, in relation to paragraph 6, 
the Communique mentions the "totality of 
relationships within these islands" and 
then you go on to talk about the joint 
studies, is it true to say that these 
put an emphasis on the SDLP approach that 
we are getting away from a power sharing 
regime within the North and your approach 
lS now as di stinc tl y ......•••.•...•..••• 

perhaps it has already been asked, a federal 
solution but that you are going away from 
the power sharing solution as a road to 
some kirrd of federal solution. 

What is your question? 

Well I am asking you have you gone away 
from the p0wer sharing ...••••.•••• 

You seem to me to be making a number of 
statements but perhaps we could have a 
question. 

Well I was trying to put the question in 
perspective. The question simply and 
bluntly then is this - has the Irish 
Government ditched a power sharing solution 
in advance of any other type of - solution 
being a federal or a united Ireland, that 
is simply and bluntl~ the question if you 
want it put that way. 
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Question 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Cowan, o R. T. E. 

Taoiseach 

Cowan, R.LE. 

T aoi s ea ch 

Cowan, R.T.E. 

Taoiseach 

4 . 

The Irish Government is not ditching any 
possible proposal or suggestion that might 
be considered as a solution to the ~orthern 
Ireland problem. 

Taoiseach does this mean that Mrs. Thatcher 
has accepted that there must be a relation
ship of sUbstance in any new settlement 
for Northern Ireland that it is no longer 
just an internal proble m? 

I think the Communique clearly indicates 
that it's through the development of a better 
relationship between the two Governments 
that a solution will emerge. 

Are you now thinking in terms of a new 
friendship treat~ a friendship arrangement 
with the British Government: 

That is something which could possibly 
emergs from the joint studi~s. 

Taoiseach you have indicated that you want 
to see the problem of Northern Ireland 
raised to an inter-Governmental level on a 
bi-partisan approach as it were between 
London and Dublin. Has this meeting gone 
any way towards achieving any progress 
along those lines: 

I think that is inherent in the Communique. 

Could you indicate what progress you feel 
has been made? 

Well the commissioning of joint studies, 
the special consideration of these joint 
studies at a further meeting. AII Lthis 
indicates that the concept of bringing 
forward a solution through Government to 
Government co-operation. 

Do you feel that the failure as you have 
said of the Atkins Conference indicates 
that the politicians in Northern Ireland 
no longer have a part to play in the 

- '1 
search for that solution. 

Oh I don't ' think so no. r think that the public , 
representatives, political representatives in 
Northern IrelBnd can have e very important 

p a I' C, top I a y ;;I tan y s t 8g e 0 f the b r i n gin 9 
forward of a solution. 
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Taoiseach 

Chris Glennon 

Taoiseach 

Chris Glennon 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Cowan, R.T.E. 

Taoiseach 

( 
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So how will the machinery work as you see 
it, Taoiseach. Do you see the British 
and Irish Government's arriving at a 
solution and presenting it as a fait 
accompli to the Northern Ireland 
representatives; 

Well I don't want to go too far ahead. Sufficient for 
the day is the achievement the reo f . The 
pracedures,what was brought forward 
today is the concept of special studies -
joint studies and, I emphasise that they are 
joint studies, which will then be considered 
specially at a meeting in London. I regard 
that as very considerable progress, historic progress. 

What type of policies will you actually 
consider in these studies! 

As elaborated there in the Communique 
possible new institutional structures, 
citizenship rights, security matters, 
economic co-operation and measures to 
encouracge mutual understanding. 

Last May you indicated to Mrs. Thatcher 
that voting rights would be given to 
British citizens living in Ire~and. Has 
there been no progress on that. 

For our part we have concluded our 
legal examination of that matter and we are 
ready now to bring forward the specific 
proposals but they may have tQ wait until 
the British Nationality Bill is brought 
forward and the concept of British 
citizen defined in that legislation. 

It is four days since the Atkins statement 
and nothing seems to have happened. Do 
you think we will have another four days 
left? 

I'don't want to speculate on that nor do I wish to 
speculate that nothing has happened. 
Has something happened that we don't know 
about~ 

I have nothing to say about that 
----, 

So something may have ha~penie~ in fac~ 
that we don't know about. 
I 
I think that is very likely yes. 

/ 



• Question 

Taoiseach 

Mary Holland 

Taoiseach 

Mary Holland 

Taoiseach 

John Bowman 

Taosieach 

Question 

Taaiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Quest.ion 

Taoiseach 

6 . 

Would you hope that the situation cou! j 
be resolved within the next 48 hours~ 

I wouldn't intend to make such an optimistic 
forecast, but as I have said already I 
think that the situation must be helped 
forward by this statement in the Communique 
today. 

Could you tell us who will take part in 
the joint studies and will they be British 
and Irish Civil Servants, will there be persons 
from the North or will there be politicians? What 
form will. the joint commissio~actually take? 

I don't want to go into the details of them but they 
will be official studies, joint studies, carried 
out between the two Governments. 

Will they include personnel from the North? 

That is a possibility/ yes . 

On the Sime point Taoi seach, that paragraph on 
joint studies, there seems to be some words 
'de l ated from the Communique at that point. 

The Com~unique is as you have it before 
you. CommuniqueYs are drafted and drafted 
and ,drafted but the Communique is now as 
you have it before you. 

? There was a late change was there. 
1 

The Communique has been changed and 
drafted several times here in the course 
of the day. 

Mr. Haughey, when you met Mrs. Thatcher 
in London, you had a private meeting with 
her, did you have a private meeting today: 

Yes we had a tete-a-tete. 

Just you and her present. 

Yes. 

2 How lo~g did that go on for. 

An hour and a quarter - an hour and twenty 
minutes roughly. 

Mr. Haughey, could you say how long you 
spent discussing the H-Block s~tuat.ion? 

The discussion between Mrs. Thatcher and 
myself was confidential. 
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Taoiseach 

Co\-/an, R.T.E. 

Tao is ea c h 

Cow an, R. T. E. 

Ta o iseach 

Cowan, R.T.E. 

Taoiseach 

Radio na Gaeltachta 

Taoiseach 

Radio na Gaeltachta 

Taoiseach 

~I 

Taoiseach, could I ask you if today is c 
the last contribution which your Gover~~ent 
will be making to the H-Block controversy 
or do you feel that you have a further 
role to play . ............. '7 

I would not like to think that we are in 
any way withdrawing from the situation. I 
want to say that we are still there, 
concerned, anxious to secure a solution 
and are prepared to play any constructive 
part we can in bringing forward a solution 
if at any moment it seems that we could 
do something worthwhile, useful and 
constructive to help in bringing f o r wa r d a 
solution. 

~I ould you seem to be i mpl y ing Taoiseach, t ha t yo 
have si mply left it fo r t he Br i t is h 
Go vern ment ( interru p t io ns) ~ 

I have answe r ed that questio n be f o r e . N ~ 
t hat is s i mp l y not so . In paragraph 7 
h e r e it refers t o the statement Imade 
on t h e 4 t h December and in that statement 
I specifical l y o f fe r red the good offices 
of th e I r ish Gov er nment to help in bringing ' 
fon/ard a solution in any way poss i bl e. 

Ha ve thos e go od o ff i ces b ee n ac c e pt ed by 
t h e Britis h Go vern me n t : 

The Britis h Govern ment a re quite an xious 
that we should be ready to c ontribute at 
any time to find a solution. 

proposition 
You have no indication of what/they might 
expect fro~ you or what contribution you 
might make. 

It is a very sensitive and delicate 
situation, an explosive situation and it is 
not possible to say how one might 
contribute but I think the important thing 
is to have the wish and the will to help. 

An bhfuil tu sasta leis an cruinniu a bhl 
agat le Mrs. Thatcher. 

o bh1 m~ an-shasta ar fad. 

An bhfuil to sasta le gach rud ata sa 
Communique sin: 

Ni bheadh se sa Communique sin rrrur:a 
mbeinn sasta leis. 

I 
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Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Mi c hael t-1ills 

Taoiseach 

Michael Mills 

Taoiseach 

Michael Mills 
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Ta 0 i sea c h the s e new j 0 i n t s t <'.Td i e s are the y 
to be on some kind of a higher plane than 
In t e r -0 ep a r tmen ta 1 and In te r- Go've-rnmen'ta 1 
studies than we have had in the past: 

Yes, these are new studies on a different 
plane than anything that has gone on so 
far. 

Taoiseach can you give us any indication 1 

as to the mood of the parties during the talks today. 

Well the last sentence in paragraph 8 
indicates that they were extremely 
constructive and we regard them as very 
significant and I am happy to say that 
the discussions were conducted on an 
entirely constructive atmosphere 

There was a suggestion that the ta lKS 
may have been breaking up at one s t ag e . 

There was no question whatsoever of that. 
I don't know where that emerged from. 
It is absolutely totally without foundation . 
The conversation flowed right through from 
beginning to end in a totall y constructive 
sensible manner. 

Taoiseach could I ask you when you speak 
of possible new institutional structures , 
what have you in mind, are you talking about 
new institutional structures covering 
Irish~British relationships or new 
institutional structures within Northern 
Ireland or a combination of both? 

Both are possible 
yes. We set no limit on what institutions 
might ~ brought forward, might be 

- considered, might be designed, might be 
conceived as long as they seem to be able 
to contribute to the objectives set out in 
the paragraph. 

Will the proposals on the new institutions 
when they come forward be followed by a 
Conference of the British and Irish 
Governments and possibly public repDesentatives 
from Northern Ireland~ , 

It will be brought: f'roward for' spe-c-ial 
consideration at a meeting in London which 
will consider it and beyond that I am not 
in a position to say. 

Does that mean then Taoiseach that these 
studies will be finished in time for your 
next meeting with Mrs. Thatcher? 



• Taoiseach 

Michael Mills 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Ta oiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 

Downtown Radio 

Taoiseach - ~. 
\ 

Question 

9 . 

That is the intention. 

'7 
Will that be before next June. 

There again I cannot speculate on that. 
J 

Will it be before the next election, Mr. 
Haughey~ 

Which election are you talking aboui? Well, 
it could be yes. i thought you might be for 
a moment referring to an election in Northerri 
Ireland. This process will follow its 
own guidelines, the process of a general 
election here is entirely a different 
matter. 

In your first reply you seemed to sugg e~ 
that your election will be within si x 
months: 

If I made such a remark I now totally 
disassociate myself from it. 

After six months
1
will it: 

If I made any remarks that there will be 
a General Election here within the next 
six months I totally disassociate myself 
from it. I didn't mean to say it and I 
am not saying it. 

On the question of Citizen s Rights, did 
you discuss the question of people in 
Northern Ireland having a dual passport -
having a British passport if they want to 
or having an Irish passport. Did that come 

. ? up agaln. 

No/but that is something that could be 
the subject of a joint study. 

Would you be in favour of that particular 
. I' proposa . 

I do not want to pre-empt the joint study. 

Was the British guarantee to the Unionists 
discussed in any detail and did Mrs. 
Thatcher elaborate on her feelings about 
this guarantee at all? 

Sorry to have to say again but what Mrs. 
Thatcher and I said to each other is 
totally confidential. 

But the 1 a s t t i m e you s p 0 k e ) Mr. f+a u-g-h e y 
the Atkins initiative was going on in May 
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Question 
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Question 

Taoiseach 

Question 

Taoiseach 
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but that has failed completely. Do you feel 
that Mrs. Thatcher now recognises what you 
were saying that a solution within the 
structure of Northern Ireland only was not 
possible: 

I am sorry but that question would have 
to be directed to Mrs. Thatcher herself. 
I can only speak for my views on this. 

Taoiseach your concluding paragraph says 
that both sides regarded the talks as 
constructive and significant, for the 
benefit of our viewers who are not aware 
of the complexities of Communiques~ could 
you sum up for us what you feel the most 
significant elements in today's talks have 
been: 

In my view the most significant element 
was the decision to commission joint 
studies on the various areas and the 
decision to give them special consideration 
at a further meeting in London. 

Taoiseach you said that you are prepared to 
help in any way possible in the H-Block 
issue,also that the use of a mediator •. .•... 

I would like to elaborate on that. I would 
not totally dismiss the idea of a mediator; 
it is just my own personal opinion and that 
it perhaps would not be app ropriate 

Could you tell us in what way you could 
be of assistance in the H-Block issue~ 

In wbat way I could be of assistance: 

Yes. You yourself. 

In so far as the authority of the Irish 
Government is concerned, I would like to 
reiterate that everybody concerned wants 
to see the vital nec.essity to bring forward 
a solution to avoid the awful consequences 
that could conceivably follow if the 
situation is allowed to continue 
and I would like to impress on everybody 
concerned the desirability, o the essentiality of 
finding a solution along the lines.. of: the 
willingness indicated by the joint 
Communique and the 5ecretar of State. 
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The Secretary of State has ruled out talking 
to the National H-Block Committee.lhis dosen't 
seem to leave too many people. 

I am not in a position to comment on that. 

Taoiseach, you talk about a unique 
relationship between the two countries 
and you say you have an open mind about that ! 
relationship. Would in the long term you ! 
exclude the possibility of a united 
Ireland having some association with the 
Commonwealth~ 

I don't think that the Co mm onwea l t h 
i s a live issue a t a ll i n t his c o nt e x t. 

Mr. Hau ghey , yo u say in this Commu n ique 
t hat you agree that further improvements 
in t he security and other fields should be 
pursued . Can you tell us what 
improvements in the security field you 
feel should be pursued? 

1e11 again I don't want to pre - empt the 
joint studies but I ~hink the security of 
the people of these : slands is of 
paramount importance and that the joint 
stud~~wil1 devote itself to that overall 
quest.1on 

Did ~rs. Thatcher express or did the 
British express any dissatisfaction with 
the security me asures as they stand4 

o talk of th i s . 
h a ve 

Mr. Ha ugh ey you/ used thewo rd earlier when 
talking abou t paragraph 6 that it was a 
rather historic conference toda~ Are we 
right in summing up to say that you mean 
by using the word historic that there was a 
significant breakthrou gh today in a sense 
that the Br i tish and Iri s h Governments will 
s o lve it, move towards a s olution1after the 
joint studies have been presented. Are 
we today making a historic breakthrough? 

I would be hopeful that we are and I would 
accept the statement that the problem is 
now firmly on a new platn~for discussions 
between the British and Irish Governments. 
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Taoiseach do you think that ~ro m the 
per son a 1 ch em ~s try w h i c hex is ':. s bet wee n 
Mrs. Thatcher and yourself today,do you 
feel that she has " got a real grasp of 
the problems regarding the H-Block 
situation because it has often been 
suggested that one of the problems with 
Anglo-Irish relations is that there is 
not a deep awa~ess of the sensitive 
nature of the problem and especially among 
Tory politicians. Do you think that 
Mrs. Thatcher fully underst a nds the 
situation? 

I certainly am satisfied that Mrs. 
Thatcher has a full grasp and understanding 
of the situation. Perhaps I might refer 
to the Co mm unique a gain wh e re it mention r 

that we have got to bring forward pos iti 
proposal s for better mutual un~erstanding. 
I think that is very important. I think 
in that area of mutual understanding between 
the peoples of t h e t wo i s l a nds there i s 
great scope for co-operation and development. 

Are you happy wi~h Mrs. Th a tcher's level 
of understanding. 

Yes. 

Taoiseach could I ask you do you think that 
the Loyalists in Nor t hern Ireland have any 
reason to be concerned as a result of what 
happened here in Dublin today~ 

Certainly not.No. I hope that they will 
accept that we are primarily concerned 
with securing peace, reconciliation and 
promoting the general welfare of the 
people of all this island and as I said in 
my Ard Fheis speech I attach a very 
special priorit~ to the safety and 
security of the people of Northern Ireland 
and pavticularly the Unionist section of 
that community. 

Could I ask you a supplementary question 
does that mean that you will be making 
changes in the law here to try and 0 

accommodate those people in the North. 

That is something that could emerge in 
the future arising out of these studies. 

Taoiseach it was suggested in some of the 
more colourful Sunday papers that I~rs. Thatcher was 
coming here to t~ll you to ' mind your own Q~?iness 
about Northern Ireland. I a~ sure ~he 
would not use such ' unparliamentary 
language but did you get the impression 
that that was her view th~t Northern 
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Ireland was an internal British problem. 

I think that that is entirely inconsistent 
with this Communique. 

That view was not expressed by any of the 
British delegation. 

No. 

Taoiseach I wonder if you put any time 
scale on these joint studies and when 
might you hope that they will be ready. 

We will be pressing forward with them 
as rapidly as possible but then they are 
very detailed and complex issue and I 
would'nt like to set a time scale but we 
can be looking forward to a meeting in the 
coming year. 

[Request to comment on Lord Carrington.] 

Lord Carrington is a states men of the 
first calibre and I always find at any 
meeting which I have been at which he 
has been present that his contributions 
are always valuable and incisive. He 
touches no Conference that he does not adorn. 

I am sure that you have the highest 
regard and indeed I am sure that it is 
mutual.I wonder if you would like to 
tell us how he adornedit precisely? 
(interruptions) 

I will leave you with the Communique. 

Taoiseach can you tell us if the 
Chancellor and our Finance Minister 
apart from discussing EMS and economic matters 
contributed to the discussion on the 
North and in what way? 

Yes. We all participated. We were three from our 
side and four from the British side and 
we all fully participated throughout the 
day at every level. 
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Were there any discussions about joint 
'1 

financial aid proposals. 

Oh there were indeed both the Minister 
for Finance here and the Chancellor of 
the Exchequer and their officials had 
very informative discussions about the 
present state of the financial world 
in relation to all matters of mutual 
interest. 

You said that you think that today's 
meeting was historic and that progress 
has been made;would you say that the 
failure of the Atkins initiative makes 
London look to some extent more at 
Dublin for a middle term solution: 

I would prefer not to comment on that, 
I just take today's meeting on its 
own merits as a very successful meeting 

. , 
a sig nificant meeting, a 
constructive meeting, a meeting which 
in my view ha s brought very considerable 
political movement, forward political movement 
into this type of situation of Northern 
Ireland. 

When you say you have commissioned joint 
studies, does the verb commission imply 
there are outsiders involved! 

No these,Mill be official studies . 
) 

People drawn from within the Civil 
Service and outside; 

I don 1 t rule out expert guidance from outside. 

Some of the best experts say that the 
Northern Ireland problem is one there is no 

'/ solution to. Would you like to comment. 

I would totally disown any such 
proposition. I believe that the orthern 
Ireland situation can be solved and 
will be solved and I believe we have taken 
a major step in that direction today. 

D -------------
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